
choose reliabiliTy and 
 efficiency. righT now.

4hP14
HEAT PUMPS



The 4hP14 is a choice you 
can make now for year 
’round reliabiliTy and 
 energy savings.

Whether you’re facing a heat wave or a blustery 
fall morning, the Ducane™ 4HP14 heat pump 
is ready to keep your home perfect inside. Built 
with quality materials and tested for toughness, 
the 4HP14 is the right choice every time.



Thoughtful extras mean the 4HP14 exceeds expectations every time.

An ideal home environment comes from a combination of many things. To put you at ease, the 4HP14 includes everything 
from a noise-suppressing Quiet Shift™ defrost mode to a full 10-year limited parts warranty.*

The 4HP14 is always a smart, efficient choice. 

Comfort doesn’t have to come at the cost of wise energy use. 
When paired with a matched indoor unit, the Ducane 4HP14 
can offer a Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) of up to 
15, and a Heating Season Performance Factor (HSPF) of up 
to 8.5, enough to earn ENERGY STAR® qualification.

Over the years, a hardworking Ducane heat pump 
can save you hundreds of dollars on utility bills. 

Combine your 4HP14 with a gas furnace for  
Dual-Fuel capability.

When installed with a gas furnace, the 4HP14 creates what’s 
known as a Dual-Fuel system. A Dual-Fuel system is one 
that has the capability to warm your home using either gas or 
electricity, whichever is more cost-efficient for the weather. 

some decisions are Tough. This one isn’T.

When you consider Ducane systems, quality and value are givens. You’re 
getting peace of mind with great features and smart designs that squeeze 
more efficiency out of every energy dollar. And best of all, you get it right now.

U.S. Average Five-Year Electric Cumulative Energy Savings for High-Efficiency  
14 SEER Heat Pumps vs. 10 SEER. Energy Efficiency and renewable Energy 
Network, U.S. Department of Energy. The U.S. national average is used for 
electricity consumption. Actual cost savings may vary depending on personal 
lifestyle, system settings, equipment maintenance, local climate, actual 
construction, installation of equipment and duct system, hours of operation and 
local utility rates. This information is intended as an example for comparison 
purposes only.
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  *Applies to residential applications only. For terms, conditions and exclusions, see full warranty at alliedair.com.

Make the Ducane Decision 
You won’t regret.

When you think about everything Ducane delivers, your 
decision is no decision at all. Enjoy greater comfort  
and efficiency. The performance and reliability  
you want are right here, and ready to go to work. 
Ducane. It’s the right choice. Right now.

Due to our policy of  
continuous improvement,  
specifications are subject  
to change without notice.
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The full-feaTured ducane™ 4hP14 is  
The righT choice, righT now.

•  Up to 15 SEER and 8.5 HSPF exceed ENERGY STAR® 
guidelines and can provide significant energy savings, 
even during the hottest summer months

•  10-year limited warranty on the compressor and parts* 
means lasting peace of mind

•  Entire unit is 100% factory run-tested to help deliver  
the highest possible level of reliability

•  Dual-Fuel compatibility allows the heat pump to  
be paired with a matching gas furnace for even 
greater efficiency

•  Quiet Shift™ design allows your heat pump to 
dissipate natural frost buildup automatically,  
with little or no noise

•  Permanently lubricated condenser fan motor  
needs no annual maintenance


